HI, HOW ARE YOU?
Sharing Neighbor Stories
Commons Archive Roundtable Conversation :: 06/03/2021

Video Outline
TIMESTAMP

INFO/QUOTE

00.00.00

Event introduction
Mayumi Hamanka introduces discussion

00:03:14

Sue Mark introduces Commons Archive

00:07:31

Miyuki Baker grounds event with land acknowledgement

00:10:46

Miyuki provides thinking/writing prompt:
What do I want to feel/know/do as a result of this conversation, on our experience as neighbors and with neighborhood
collaborations?

00:14:18 - 00:14:47

Collective deep breath

00:15:39

Saturu Ned Self-Introduction

00:18:07

Shikira Porter Self-Introduction

00:19:35

Heidi Herrera Self-Introduction

00:21:56

Leo Mercer Self-Introduction

00:23:19

Toby Lewis Self-Introduction

00:28:24

Sue Mark Self Introduction
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00:31:22

Miyuki Baker Self Introduction

00:34:02

Toby Lewis: Overview of North Oakland micro-granting program in development with Commons Archive

00:36:00

Saturu Ned’s response, offering a historical perspective from before the 1970s when Oakland’s population was 60-70%
Black & the origins of the Black Panther Party

00:42:43

Shikira Porter comments on the block grant design process that brings neighbors in as co-creators

00:44:41

Saturu Ned: Each One Teach One

00:44:50

Sue Mark reflects on her learning about scales of community and ways neighbors do and don’t interact with
neighborhood groups

00:49:25

Saturu Ned responds to the necessity of taking time to build relationships and community-level change

00:51:26

Miyuki Baker’s next question: With the pandemic, how have you adapted and stayed the course? What has helped you
to stay connected and committed to this change work?

00:52:29

Leo Mercer response focusing on local unsheltered communities and neighbors, and the harm caused by gentrification

00:55:26

Saturu Ned responds to Leo Mercer: it is critical to listen to each other, identify different perspectives

00:56:23

Leo Mercer comments on his support work for unhoused neighbors

00:57:43

Shikira Porter comments on the work she does with unhoused families and systems change

00:58:49

Saturu Ned responds to Shikira’s thoughts about how COVID is shifting relationships

01:05:05

Heidi Herrrera reflects on her experiences with the slowness induced by pandemic conditions

01:04:10

Miyuki Baker comments on the panelists’ ideas

01:04:47

Toby Lewis highlights the lessons she’s learned, especially around trust-building

01:06:41

Leo Mercer talks about challenges of self-preservation and communication within and among different communities
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01:11:05

Toby Lewis talks about how to assess neighbor participation in different engagement actions

01:12:13

Sue Mark comments on the relationship between self-preservation and risk-taking with neighbors

01:14:09

Heidi Herrrera talks about her different experiences in engaging with neighbors based on training from Anti-Racist
Trauma Informed Care workshop

01:16:28

Miyuki Baker shares questions from the chat and wraps up the conversation

01:18:22

Saturu Ned’s closing comments

01:19:34

Shikira Porter’s closing comments

01:20:20

Sue Mark’s closing comments

01:22:17

Heidi Herrera’s closing comments

01:23:34

Toby Lewis’ closing comments

01:24:34

Leo Mercer’s closing comments
“It is our duty to fight for our freedom. It is our duty to win. We must love and support each other and we have nothing
to lose but our chains.” Assata Shakur
-END-
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